We perform a timing analysis of our current implementation of the algorithm described in [1] . Our implementation performs the classical processing associated with an n × n lattice of qubits realizing a square surface code storing a single logical qubit of information in a fault-tolerant manner. We empirically demonstrate that our implementation requires only O(n 2 ) average time per round of error correction for code distances ranging from 4 to 512 and a range of depolarizing error rates. We also describe tests we have performed to verify that it always obtains a true minimum weight perfect matching.
We perform a timing analysis of our current implementation of the algorithm described in [1] . Our implementation performs the classical processing associated with an n × n lattice of qubits realizing a square surface code storing a single logical qubit of information in a fault-tolerant manner. We empirically demonstrate that our implementation requires only O(n 2 ) average time per round of error correction for code distances ranging from 4 to 512 and a range of depolarizing error rates. We also describe tests we have performed to verify that it always obtains a true minimum weight perfect matching.
We assume familiarity with the surface code [2, 3] , fault-tolerant schemes built on the surface code [4] [5] [6] and the classical processing algorithm described in [1] . Our goal is not to repeat existing discussion, rather to provide additional data on the performance and correctness of our implementation of this algorithm. This implementation is called scode (ess-code).
Scode consists of four layers of software -simulator, problem preparer, problem solver, data gatherer. The simulator executes no initialization surface code error detection with depolarizing noise (see [7] ). Random Pauli errors are generated and propagated using a Pauli frame. When errors lead to syndrome measurement value changes, graph vertices are generated at these space-time locations by the problem preparer. By pre-analyzing all possible single error processes [7] , an underlying lattice of dots and lines is also prepared with dots at every location a vertex could potentially be generated and lines between every pair of locations that could have vertices generated by a single error. The first order probability p line of each line is calculated and a weight w = − ln(p line ) stored in each line. The rationale for doing this can be found in [7] . A lattice of dots and lines with associated probabilistically generated vertices (from surface code simulation) is shown in Fig. 1 .
In many ways, a lattice plus vertices can be considered an implicit complete graph with an edge between any pair of vertices having weight equal to the minimum weight path between those vertices. The task is to match all vertices in pairs or to neighboring boundaries such that the total weight of all match paths is minimal. The basic algorithm that efficiently solves this problem given a standard graph is the minimum weight perfect matching algorithm [8, 9] . We have extended this algorithm to include the concept of boundaries and permit new vertices to be dynamically added to the graph.
We have two operational versions of extended minimum weight perfect matching -complete match [7] which firstly constructs explicit edges between all pairs of vertices no more than approximately d rounds of error correction apart, and edges on demand match [1] which only constructs a small number of local edges and adds further edges to the problem as required. The graphs and matchings generated by complete match (cmatch) FIG. 1: Distance 4 example of a lattice of dots and lines with associated vertices. Dots (small silver balls) correspond to space-time locations where the endpoints of error chains could potentially be detected. Vertices (large red balls) correspond to space-time locations where error chain end points have been detected. Silver lines link pairs of dots where a pair of vertices could be generated by a single error. Green lines link spatial boundaries to a single dot where a single vertex could be generated by a single error.
and edges on demand match (eodmatch) given Fig. 1 as input are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. The total weight of matched edges in both cases is identical and in this case the matchings themselves are identical. We have tested cmatch and eodmatch on millions of varied problems, large and small, and always observed identical total weights, strongly implying both implementations are correct.
Cmatch obtains the true minimum weight perfect matching despite only including edges between vertices separated by a finite number of rounds. Vertices separated by a very large number of rounds are always cheaper to match to their nearest boundaries than to one another. By using the weights of the lines in the lattice, we calculate the minimum span of rounds to connect with edges to guarantee a minimum weight matching. Eodmatch also obtains a true minimum weight perfect matching as any required edge will eventually be included during execution.
Further evidence of the correctness of eodmatch comes from studying the probability of logical error per round of error correction (p L ) at depolarizing probabilities p well below threshold. We calculate p L by simulating t check rounds of faulty quantum computer operation, then turning off errors, capping the matching problem with a perfect round of error correction, applying corrections, checking whether we have an odd or even number of errors along one of the boundaries and recording whether this is different to the previous time we checked. The perfect round of error correction is then undone and another t check faulty rounds simulated and the process repeated.
It may seem that the ideal value of t check is 1 to ensure that no logical errors are missed, however this is not the case. We have observed that many combinations of errors lead to the observation of a logical error if a perfect round of error correction is inserted halfway through it, but no logical error if the perfect round of correction is sufficiently distant. With frequent checking this can mean a benign pattern of errors is counted as several logical errors. Instead, we typically use a value of t check such that a change in the parity of the number of errors observed along a boundary occurs approximately 10% of the time. We have empirically found that this leads to a logical error rate estimate robust to wide variations of t check about this value. The probability of a change per check is equal to the probability of an odd number of logical errors in t check rounds enabling p L to be easily calculated.
A distance d code can reliably correct (d−1)/2 errors. At low error rates p clusters of errors are well separated. The probability of suffering a logical error inducing cluster of n d = (d + 1)/2 errors should therefore be O(p n d ) if the full distance of the code is being realized. Figs. 4-5 show the complete set of data we have collected for the square surface code. Polynomials A d p n d are drawn through the lowest data point we were able to obtain for distances 3, 5, 7 and 9.
It is computationally expensive to obtain statistics at very low error rates and high distances as very few logical state changes are observed. It is also computationally expensive to obtain data at high error rates and high distances as the minimum weight perfect matching problem becomes more difficult around and above the threshold error rate (0.9% [1] ). The raw data used to generate Figs. 4-5, including timing information, can be found in Appendix A.
The distance 3 and 5 dashed asymptotic curves in Figs. 4-5 agree very well with the data. For higher distances, it is not currently possible to simulate a sufficiently large number of rounds of error correction to obtain sufficient information at low enough distances and achieve such tight agreement. Note that the high distance data curves approach the asymptotic curves with a steeper gradient, implying the surface code is capable of regularly correcting temporal clusters of errors containing more errors than the maximum guaranteed to be correctable. This is a generic feature of topological quantum error correction, as a large cluster of errors widely scattered across the code is not dangerous provided the errors are sufficiently sparse.
The timing information in Appendix A includes everything -initial bootup of the simulation, the simulation of the underlying quantum computer, problem generation, matching, perfect rounds of error correction to enable logical state change detection, and maintenance of an appropriate Pauli frame. Figs. 6 shows the amount of time devoted to each round of matching alone at three different error rates for distances d = 4, 8, 16, . . ., 512. The quadratic scaling of required time with distance is well demonstrated. At small d nearby boundaries prevent the growth of large blossoms leading to increased performance. At very high d memory access effects lead to a slight slowdown. Note that real computer systems are too complex to provide perfectly smooth graphs of time scaling even with long time averaging as the interplay of different levels of cache and RAM leads to measurable deviations from the ideal scaling.
To illustrate the complexity of modern computer mem- Depolarizing probability (p) 
ory systems, we have generated increasingly large arrays of random integers and calculated the time required to swap a constant large number (10 11 ) of randomly chosen pairs of integers. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . Ideally, a swap operation should be O(1) independent of the array size. In practice, it can be seen that larger data sets lead to lower performance as CPU cache is exceeded. The data in this manuscript was generated by 16 core Intel Xeon 3.33GHz CPUs with 12MB of cache. Our matching code is more complex than this simple demonstration, with gradual delocalization of data as the data set increases in size. This leads to a gradual reduction of the probability of a single memory page load containing additional useful data.
To summarize, after accounting for low distance nearby boundaries which limit the complexity of matching and high distance slower memory access, Figs. 6 provide strong evidence supporting the claimed O(d 2 ) runtime of our implementation of the algorithm described in [1] . The raw data used to generate Figs. 4-5, including timing information, is listed below. The first number is the number of different distances (14). The second is the distance d of the following block of data, the third is the number of different values n of the depolarizing error rate p. The next n lines list the value of p, t check, the number of checks for Z L state changes, the number of checks for X L state changes, the observed number of Z L state changes, the observed number of X L state changes and finally the total number of CPU seconds devoted to the simulation of that (d, p) pair. This basic structure is repeated for each distance. The last number in the file is the total number of CPU seconds devoted to creation of the entire file. For convenience, we also include below the processed raw data with checks and changes converted into probabilities of logical error. Second column is the probability of Z L error per round of error correction. Third column is the same data for X L . 
